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With Fifth Army,
10th October, 1943.

Reviewing the progress of the Fifth since the Salerno bay landing
one spokesman at the end of the first month on Italian soil declares that

considering the difficulties it has been excellent.

There were he said, many people who though that when you got into a

country marked white on the map that armour could fan out and crash on as they
did in the desert. That was not the case. Hedges and ditches and the general
condition of the '.terrain did not favour it. It was just not armoured country.
He was convinced that in their pull back the Germans were everywhere going to

scorch the earth and carry out demolitions, ,

He did not look forward to any wholesale withdrawal but felt reasonably
confident that the enemy was going to oppose our advance all the way up Italy,

Over 2,000 prisoners were takenon the Fifth Army front and it is fairly
representative of most of the prisoners that they are pretty well convinced
that the war is going against them and that they realised that the Luftwaffe
had taken a "trimming". Describing the Allied bombing it was surprising
the number of times the prisoners used the word catastroiohic.

There were inculcations of the German censorship breaking down and many
letters reaching soldiers in the field from their homes,told how their homes

were being bombed and how whole places were wiped out. That had an effect on

morale. In spite of that there is no wholesale surrendering.

Yesterday although there was some progress on the army’s right flank by the

American troops in the British held sector of the line, activity was confined

to patrolling# This patrolling has been carried out by men who wade into the

swiftly flowing Volturno and then swim under the very barrels of the enemy guns.
Besides the infantry and artillery immediately to the north of the river the country
is difficult for, after struggling up steep banks there is a marshy area where

the ground is cut by canals and ditches. Any movement near the river brings
down mortar and machine-gun fire.

Yesterday afternoon I visited British troops on the Volturno. Units of

which have been carrying out patrolling. The approach to the river shows how our

strength is massing for the next thrust and the sodden condition of the ground
left no doubt of the difficulties of that task. Fields up to a mile away from

the river are pitted with the mortar bombs the Germans are using very extensively :
from their new Belwerfer.

This six-barrelled mortar on wheels, which is fired electrically and has a

range of six-thousand yards, nearly two and a half times their normal mortar

range, was used against our troops soon after we landed but no so extensively
as now*

As you stand in that sector between Capua and the sea throughout the . day
there is the frequent hum of a missile as it lobs over your head. The Germans

also have 88 and 105 mm guns in this area, and for a long period yesterday there

was an artillery duel across the river.

I have already told how the slighest movement by day brings down the enemy

fire and there is one particular corner behind the tobacco factory which stands

to the east of the railway bridge which has been christened "stonck" corner,

"Stonck" is an army word for plastering by machine gun, mortar or heavier fire.

Passing "stonck" corner by day is a hazardous business and I watched the enemy
" stoncking" it.

It is apparently particularly well sighted from their observation posts which

are on the river bank.

Capua ■which I visited three days ago is I learn, full of booby traps and

nines* The enemy has been using more and more of this technique as he withdrew

to the river and with more time to carry out such tactics at Capua he has

apparently excelled himself. There are also believed to be a number of time

bombs in Capua similar to those which have been exploding in Naples and which

have caused a number of casualties among the Italians,
Many of the capturea aerodromes are now in use but weather conditions have

some delay in baking off is unavoidable. MINISTRY OF INFORMATION


